Effective three-body interactions via photon-assisted tunneling in an optical lattice
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We present a simple, experimentally realizable method to make coherent three-body interactions
dominate the physics of an ultracold lattice gas. Our scheme employs either lattice modulation or
laser-induced tunneling to reduce or turn off two-body interactions in a rotating frame, promoting
three-body interactions arising from multi-orbital physics to leading-order processes. This approach
provides a route to strongly-correlated phases of lattice gases that are beyond the reach of previously
proposed dissipative three-body interactions. In particular, we study the mean-field phase diagram
for spinless bosons with three- and two- body interactions, and provide a roadmap to dimer states
of varying character in 1D. This new toolset should be immediately applicable in state-of-the-art
cold atom experiments.
PACS numbers: 37.10.Jk, 67.85.Hj, 03.75.Lm, 05.30.Rt

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, experiments with ultracold
atomic gases in optical lattices have advanced to the
point that many-body models can be engineered microscopically [1, 2]. These developments have opened
numerous opportunities to explore the properties of
strongly interacting many-body systems under highly
controlled conditions [3]. Part of the source of this fine
control is that the dilute nature of the system leads to a
strong dominance of two-body contact interactions over
long-range or three-body processes in these systems, and
especially three-body losses [4]. However, there has recently been much interest in extending the breadth of
quantum phases accessible with cold atoms by employing different types of interactions. In particular, threebody interactions should provide an opportunity to probe
physics ranging from pair superfluidity of bosons [5–11]
and fermions [12–14] to Pfaffian-like states [15–17] and
modified Mott-insulator to superfluid phase-transition
physics [18–23]. Further ideas rely upon off-site interactions [24–29], which are potentialy realizable with polar molecules in optical lattices [30] or three-body constraints in effective bosonic models arising from spin-1
systems [31, 32]. Moreover, many proposed topological
phases and spin liquids are constructed as ground states
of hamiltonians with three-body or other many-body interactions. Here we present a new method to engineer
lattice models with dominant conservative three-body interactions for cold atoms in an optical lattice.
Previous studies investigated achieving a three-body
constraint via three-body loss, which suppresses triple occupation via a continuous quantum Zeno effect [5]. The
large on-site three-body loss rates suppress coherent tunneling processes that would otherwise form triply occupied sites, analogous to suppression of double occupation
observed on a lossy Feshbach resonance [33, 34]. This
effect is limited to producing a direct three-body con-

straint, i.e., it cannot be used to produce a finite threebody interaction, and comes at the cost of non-negligible
three-body loss.
At the same time, effective conservative three-body
interactions in optical lattices have recently been observed in several different experiments [35–39]. These
arise as shifts to normal on-site two-body interactions
due to virtual population of higher Bloch bands, which
are occupation-number dependent [23, 40–43]. Because
these arise from virtual couplings to higher bands, the energy shift δU3 is naturally much smaller than the onsite
interaction shift for two particles U . Here we discuss an
approach that amplifies the role of δU3 by using photonassisted tunnelling (e.g., a Raman process or lattice modulations) to coherently provide an energy ωm1 ≈ U , necessary for an atom to tunnel onto a site already occupied
by another atom. If we begin with a large U , then the resulting effective two-body interactions will be determined
by the detuning ∆ of the laser-assisted tunneling process,
(2)
Ueff = −∆ ≡ U − ωm1 , and these two-body interactions
can be made much smaller than δU3 . If we begin in a
limit where U is very large, then δU3 can be much larger
than tunneling rates in the lattice, and three-body interactions can be the dominant energy scale of the effective
model. This approach is similar to Floquet hamiltonian
schemes proposed to generate synthetic gauge fields for
both cold atoms [44] and solid-state systems [45].
Below we discuss this mechanism in detail, and illustrate the new opportunities by considering a system
of bosons in an optical lattice with a finite three-body
interaction. We discuss the corresponding phase diagrams, as well as observability and preparation of different phases of dimers in these systems [5–7]. We also
discuss the preparation of metastable many-body phases
via adiabatic processes, which is enhanced because our
scheme provides a means to directly control the effective
(2)
two-body interactions Ueff by adjusting the frequency
ωm1 relative to U . This degree of control for adiabatic
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state preparation is particularly important, because in
the most straightforward experimental implementations,
our scheme will lead to a large attractive three-body interaction. However, under the right circumstances, large
attractive three-body interactions can suppress triply occupied sites to the same extent as repulsive three-body
interactions. As an example, we consider the dynamics
of time-dependent ramps that could be used to realize
many-body states of dimers in 1D.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
section II we describe the procedure to enhance the role
of three-body interactions using laser assisted tunneling
or lattice modulation. In sections III – V we then give
examples of many-body physics that is made accessible
by this scheme, beginning with section III, where we derive a mean-field phase diagram for the Bose-Hubbard
model with finite three-body interactions. In section
IV we discuss controlling dimer-dimer interactions for
attractive two-body interactions via the effective threebody interaction, and in section V, we consider timedependent preparation of many-body states, which are
typically metastable in this system. This is illustrated by
analyzing preparation of the states discussed in section
IV. In section VI we provide a summary and outlook.
II. ENGINEERING 3-BODY INTERACTIONS
VIA MODULATION OR LASER ASSISTED
TUNNELING

The three-body interactions we consider here arise
physically because of shifts in the on-site interaction energies corresponding to different numbers of particles on
a lattice site [23, 35–43]. In their simplest form these
corrections arise due to interactions coupling the system
virtually to higher Bloch bands [40]. This can be seen
intuitively, e.g., as a broadening of the on-site wavefunction for repulsive interactions, which reduces the effective interaction energy for larger n. The standard BoseHubbard hamiltonian describing bosonic atoms in the
lowest band of a deep optical lattice can be modified
to reproduce the number-dependent on-site interaction
energies [36, 37, 40] as (~ ≡ 1)
HMBH = −J

X
hi,ji
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where bi is a standard bosonic annihilation operator for
an atom on site i, n̂i = b†i bi , h. . .i denotes a sum over
neighboring sites, J is the tunneling amplitude between
nearest neighbor sites, εi is the energy shift at site i due
to external trapping potentials, U is the onsite interaction energy shift for two particles on a site, and δU3 is
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the laser-assisted tunneling scheme that
converts three-body shifts into dominant three-body interactions, in a strongly interacting system, U  J. (a) By adding
a Raman process with frequency ωm1 ∼ U , we do not affect
tunneling where an atom in a singly occupied site tunnels into
an unoccupied site (or the equivalent process where an atom
from a doubly occupied site tunnels onto a site with a single
particle present). However, (b) the sideband gives rise to nearresonant couplings when an atom in a singly occupied site
tunnels so as to produce a doubly occupied site. For U  J
(2)
This results in an effective model where Ueff = U − ωm1 .

the correction to this energy shift when three particles
are present on a lattice site. Similar terms for N > 3
particles are included with shifts proportional to δUN .
For atoms in a harmonic trap, δU3 can be estimated as
U/(1 + U/ωg ) − U , where ωg is the oscillator spacing
[37, 39, 40]. We note that while shifts in this form typically give rise to δU3 < 0, the alternative of introducing
an RF coupling to a three-body bound state [19] could
give rise to 3-body shifts of either sign.
Some care must be taken in using this model, as the
single band Bose-Hubbard model is only valid in the limit
U n̄/ωg  1, with n̄ the mean density, where δUN only
makes very small modifications to the system dynamics. As shown in Ref. [46], once off-resonant coupling
to higher bands is important and thus δUN significant,
the single band Bose-Hubbard model will not be able to
simultaneously reproduce the scattering amplitude and
on-site interaction energies for two particles in an optical lattice. Here we will use this model only in the limit
where U  J, and consider coupling between neighboring lattice sites that relies on an accurate description of
the on-site interaction energies. We will also assume that
all parameters other than U are much smaller than ωg ,
so that higher bands are only virtually populated and
their effect incorporated through interaction shifts δUN
as written above.
Below we outline two schemes to make δU3 the dominant interaction scale in the system dynamics. The basic principle for both schemes is sketched in Fig. 1. We
work in the limit described above, where U  J, and engineer a time-dependent J with a modulation frequency
ωm1 ∼ U , of the form J(t) = J0 + 2J1 cos(ωm1 t). In
the case of a laser assisted tunneling produced by a Raman coupling, this can be produced by choosing a Raman detuning ωm1 , and in the case of a modulated lattice, this time-dependence of the tunneling can be di-
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rectly engineered by varying the lattice depth. In each
case, when we consider the resulting effective tunneling
process, we see that where a particle in a singly occupied site tunnels resonantly onto an empty neighbouring
site with amplitude J0 and the modulated part of the
coupling plays little role, as it is far detuned from the
transition when ωm1 ∼ U  J0 , J1 . This is depicted in
Fig. 1a. When a particle in a singly occupied site tunnels onto an initially singly-occupied neighbouring site,
the coupling will have amplitude J1 , as the unmodulated coupling is far from resonance, as shown in Fig. 1b.
This creates an occupation-dependent tunneling amplitude, and for a lattice system with singly and doubly
occupied sites only, gives rise to an effective two-body
interaction determined by the detuning of the modula(2)
tion, Ueff = −∆ = U − ωm1 . This can be extended to
work for occupations up to three particles on any lattice site by the introduction of a second modulation frequency, J(t) = J0 + 2J1 [cos(ωm1 t) + cos(ωm2 t)], with
ωm2 = 2U + 2∆, that provides the coupling J1 with the
(2)
same detuning and effective two-body interaction Ueff
when an atom in a singly occupied site tunnels onto a site
that is already doubly occupied. This effective two-body
(2)
interaction, Ueff can now be made positive or negative
by tuning ∆, giving us a new way to flexibly control the
two-body interactions. Moreover, this interaction can be
made much smaller than δU3 , which results in dominant,
real three-body interactions in the system. We note that
in order to ensure that the approximation that we essentially have at most three atoms per site remains valid,
we require that δU4  J1 , especially if we enter a regime
(2)
where Ueff = ∆ ∼ J1 .
Below we analyze this scheme in detail for implementations with laser-assisted tunneling and lattice modulations. We first begin by considering a two-site system,
and then write down an general effective lattice model,
which is valid in the limit J  U ∼ ωm1  ωg .

A.

Laser-assisted tunneling

The first realization of this scheme can be achieved
with laser-assisted tunneling, which has recently been
used to implement gauge fields in experiments [47, 48]. A
related scheme was also recently suggested as a means to
produce an occupation-dependent tunneling phase, leading to anyonic statistics in 1D [49]. The idea is to produce
a Raman process at two different frequencies, corresponding to energy differences of ωm1 and ωm2 [89], which can
provide the necessary energy to particles as they tunnel.
Note that our scheme does not require change in an internal spin state, and so can be detuned far from resonance,
thus reducing heating from light scattering.
In combination with standard tunnelling (which will
remain the dominant process for a particle tunnelling resonantly between two sites), the Raman processes give rise

to the effective tunneling


J(t) = J0 +J1 eiωm1 t + e−iωm1 t +J1 eiωm2 t + e−iωm2 t ,
(2)
with ωm1 = U + ∆ and ωm2 = 2U + 2∆ as defined above.
If we assume that the lattice is separable and consider
tunnelling along one lattice axis, ex , then for small coupling, we note that
Z
J1 ≈ − dx w(x)eiδk.ex x w(x − a),
with δk the difference in wave numbers for the two arms
of the Raman transition, w(x) the Wannier function in
the lowest Bloch band along direction ex , and a the corresponding lattice spacing.
We will now consider the effects of this time-dependent
tunneling on a two-site system. We will neglect corrections for higher occupation numbers than 3 atoms per
site, which is valid provided U  J and that the 4body energy shift δU4  J0 , J1 . In the limit ωg  U 
δU3 , J0 , J1 , the Hilbert space of the system with an unspecified total particle number is divided into different
manifolds with different expectation
P values EU = hHU i
of the hamiltonian HU = (U/2) i n̂i (n̂i − 1). As U
the largest energy scale in the problem once we restrict
to the lowest Bloch band, these manifolds are coupled
only by the oscillating terms proportional to J1 , as other
processes are far off resonance and can be removed in perturbation theory. Within each manifold, the degeneracy
of states is partially lifted by tunneling terms proportional to J0 that couple states inside each manifold. We
can then characterize the tunneling in a basis of states
with fixed occupation numbers (nL , nR ) on each site, by
calculating the coupling strength and detuning from the
nearest coupling resonance between each combination of
states. Computing the final and initial energy expecta(f )
(i)
tion values of HU , EU and EU respectively, these can
be tabulated for up to four-particle occupations as:
Initial Final
(0,1)
(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,2)
(2,2)
(1,3)
(2,3)
(2,3)
(3,3)

(f )

(i)

EU − EU

Detuning

(1,0)
0
0
(2,0)
U
∆
(2,1)
0
0
(0,3)
2U + δU3
2∆ − δU3
(3,1)
U + δU3
∆ − δU3
(0,4) 3U + δU4 + 3δU3
(3,2)
0
0
(1,4) 2U + δU4 + 3δU3 2∆ − δU4 − 3δU3
(4,2) U + δU4 + 2δU3 ∆ − δU4 − 2δU3

Coupling
J0
J1
J0
J1
J1
J0
J1
J1

In this table, the detuning indicates the frequency offset
of the nearest coupling frequency. For transitions induced
by the coupling frequency ωm1 = U + ∆, this is U + ∆ −
(f )
(i)
[EU − EU ], and for transitions induced by the coupling
(f )
(i)
frequency ωm2 , this is 2U + 2∆ − [EU − EU ].
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If we now take eq. (1) and use the time-dependent
tunnelling eq. (A5), we can write an effective model for
the system in an interaction picture where we transform the system intoPan interaction picture rotating with
H0 = [(U + ∆)/2] i n̂i (n̂i − 1). This is presented in
more detail in appendix A. From the derivation there, we
note immediately that the energy differences can now be
characterized in terms of the effective two-body interac(2)
tion Ueff = −∆, which is controllable via the modulation
frequencies ωw1 and ωw2 , and the three-body interaction
(3)
Ueff = δU3 . In a typical experiment, we would expect
that |δU4 | > |δU3 |, and hence neglecting four particle occupation will typically be a good approximation in the
limit where δU3  J0 , J1 . In appendix A, we take the
limit J0 , J1 , |δU3 |, |∆|  U , where we can now make a rotating wave approximation, neglecting coupling terms in
the hamiltonian that rotate with frequencies of the order
of U . This gives us the effective model
Heff =

(2)
(3)
Ueff X
U X
ni (ni − 1) + eff
ni (ni − 1)(ni − 2)
2
6
i
i
X †
X †
−J00
bi bj Pi=n,j=n+1 − J1
bi bj ,
(3)
hi,ji,n

hi,ji

where Pi=n1 ,j=n2 is projector on states with particular
on-site particle numbers n1 and n2 for the sites i and j,
and J00 = J0 − J1 .
In the limit J0 , J1  U , and with a homogeneous initial system εi = 0, this hamiltonian also constitutes an
effective model for a multiple-site system. We note that
position-dependent lattice depths, caused by the finite
beam waist of the laser light creating the lattice will give
rise to a shift in both the on-site potential εi and the interactions U . These will lead to a spatially-varying shift
in the effective detunings, and thus the final values of
(2)
(3)
Ueff and Ueff , which will become important when the
variation from site to site of εi becomes comparable to
(2)
(3)
Ueff and Ueff . This should play only a small role when
(2)
(3)
Ueff , Ueff  J0 , J1 , but in the limit where the tunneling
dominates, this technique provides a potentially interesting means to engineer spatially-dependent interactions.
B.

Lattice modulations

An equivalent method to generate a time-dependent
tunneling J(t) is to modulate the depth of the optical
lattice potential. This is mathematically equivalent to
Raman-induced processes, with a choice of the wave numbers of the Raman beams made to coincide with the lattice. This technique has previously been used in spectroscopic studies of atoms in optical lattices [37, 50–
55]. When analysing this version by considering timedependent Wannier functions, we note that while the relationship between the lattice depth V and the tunneling
amplitude J is nonlinear [i.e., a harmonic modulation of
V (t) will not produce a perfectly harmonic modulation of

J(t)], a straightforward optimization can be used to determine a form for V (t) that will produce a desired J(t).
Specifically, a modulation of J at two different frequencies with amplitude 2J1 can be produced via a specifically
tailored anharmonic modulation of V (t). The nature of
modulating the lattice means that for a simple modulation, we have 2|J1 | < |J0 |, because otherwise we would
have to switch the sign of J in the modulation.
This procedure then gives rise to the same many-atom
hamiltonian described above, including the correspond(2)
(3)
ing level of control over Ueff and Ueff by varying the
modulation frequencies. We note the distinction between
the lattice modulation methods we present here and the
modifications to tunneling introduced by a time-varying
potential gradient (AC driving field), which can be used
to modify the magnitude of the tunneling constant [56–
64] in a manner that depends on the amplitude and frequency of the drive. These schemes do have similarities,
in so far as the effective interactions can be modified, and
even tuned from repulsive to attractive by either technique [65].
Naturally, the modulation will also cause variation of U
with time, U = U0 +U1 (t). However, this variation occurs
on a timescale also given by U , and is much faster than
the dynamical timescales in the effective model. Under
the same conditions as the rotating wave approximation
that has already been made, this will therefore not alter
the system dynamics. Outside of this limit other physical
properties can be generated – the extreme limit in which
only U is modulated was discussed recently in Ref. [66].

C.

Experimental parameters

In Fig. 2, we show example parameters as a function of
lattice depth, with typical numbers taken from 133 Cs and
87
Rb. In each case we note that at higher lattice depths,
the system always reaches a limit where |δU3 |  J, so
that the energy scale U3 will dominate the dynamics. For
comparison we have also plotted estimated three-body
recombination rates for a triply occupied site, γ3 . For
the Cs parameters, this scale is comparable to δU3 , as
shown in Fig. 2a, so in order to prevent significant loss
we would need to work in a limit where γ3 , |δU3 |  J.
The resulting dynamics would be dominated by an effective loss-induced three-body constraint, as discussed in
Ref. [5].
In this regime, the scheme described here further enhances the system lifetime via strong coherent three-body
(3)
interactions Ueff , and provides a new means to tune the
(2)
effective two-body interaction Ueff . In order to achieve
a coherent three-body interaction it is necessary to also
have small γ3 , which, e.g., could be achieved with 87 Rb
(see Fig. 2b). Because the scattering length for 87 Rb
is also typically smaller, reaching a regime where this
scale is dominant requires large lattice depths where the
timescales associated with J can be relatively long. How-
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FIG. 2: Example parameter values for (a) 133 Cs, with scattering length as = 350a0 , where a0 is the Bohr radius, and threebody parameterL3 = 0.5 × 10−25 cm6 s− 1; and (b) 87 Rb, with
scattering length as = 100a0 , and L3 = 2.3 × 10−28 cm6 s−1 .
Values are shown as a function of lattice depth V0 in recoil
energy ER , and include the tunnelling J, unmodified on-site
interaction U , three-body shift δU3 , and on-site three-body
loss rate γ3 , estimated for atoms in the lowest band of an
optical lattice as discussed in the text.

ever, these regimes are very accessible for experiments
with lighter species, e.g., 23 Na or 7 Li. These timescales
could also be enhanced for Rb by using short-wavelength
lattices.

III.

MEAN-FIELD PHASE DIAGRAM

To illustrate the physics accessible in this many-body
model, we begin by deriving a mean-field phase diagram
for the hamiltonian eq. (3). A Gutzwiller phase diagram
was derived in Ref. [5] for the Bose-Hubbard model with
a three-body hard-core constraint. Here we extend this
phase diagram to the case of finite three-body interactions (although with a four-body constraint), and also
discuss the effects of the additional single-particle tunneling term in J00 . Aspects of the phase diagram presented

0.5

1

n

1.5

2

FIG. 3: Phase diagram from Gutzwiller mean-field theory for
the Bose-Hubbard model with an additional effective threebody repulsion [eq. (3)], in a homogeneous system. We show
(2)
the locations of the phase boundaries as a function of Ueff /Jz
and the mean filling factor n, and assume that the probability
of occupation for sites with more than three particles is zero.
(3)
Here we take Ueff = 50Jz.

here also correspond to some of the phases identified in
Ref. [22], where the phase diagram is studied as a function of chemical potential.
Gutzwiller mean-field theory is formulated in terms
of
product state ansatz, which takes the form |ψi =
Q aP
(
i
n fn |nii ) for homogeneous systems. Here, |nii are
states of well-defined on-site occupation on a single site,
i, and fn are the coefficients of the different occupations. We find the state that minimizes the energy subject to normalization constraints, and a fixed mean particle number n = hn̂i i.
The phases that we obtain here are mostly similar to
those obtained in the case of a three-body hard-core constraint [5]. They are: (i) The superfluid (SF) phase
[sometimes referred to in this model as an atomic superfluid (ASF)], characterized by off-diagonal long-range
order for single atoms [and single-atom superfluidity], or
algebraic decay of off-diagonal order in 1D, which we refer to as quasi-long-range order; (ii) the Mott Insulator (MI) phase, where gaps open in the spectrum that
are induced by interactions, which is characterized in
the Gutzwiller calculations by fixed mean density, and
zero superfluid order parameter hbi i = 0; and (iii) the
dimer superfluid (DSF), where single atoms no longer exhibit long-range order or superfluidity, but rather, atoms
are paired, and we observe off-diagonal long range order
[quasi-long range in 1D] and superfluidity for dimers. In
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the Gutzwiller mean-field approach, the effective order
parameter for the superfluid phase is hbi, which is zero
in the MI phase, and non-zero in the SF phase. Similarly, for dimer superfluidity, we require hb2 i to be nonzero, but hbi = 0. We note that in the ASF, dimers will
(2)
become increasingly important as Ueff is decreased or
made more negative, in a manner that is characterised
by a rise in the ratio hb2 i/(hbi)2 . This region exhibits a
crossover behaviour based on the ratio of dimers to unpaired atoms present, whereas the disappearance of the
ASF constitutes a proper phase boundary [6, 10, 11, 67].
The mean-field phase diagram can be obtained analytically, and is plotted in Fig. 3 for J0 = J1 ≡ J, and
(3)
(2)
(2)
Ueff = 50J, for varying n and Ueff /J. for Ueff > 0 we
observe the standard occurrence of the Mott Insulator
phase at integer n, and otherwise the system is superfluid.
The MI-SF transition for√n = 1 occurs at the standard
(2)
value of Ueff /(Jz) = 3+2 2, where z is the coordination
number for each lattice site. The three-body interaction
ensures that the Mott Insulator phase for n = 2 extends
(2)
(2)
to attractive values of Ueff . For Ueff < 0, we observe a
DSF at most filling factors, with the transition for n = 1
√
(2)
(2)
occurring at Ueff /(Jz) = −3 − 2 2. As Ueff is further
increased, we see the effects of the finite three-body interaction. We first observe a transition where the DSF
is broken because it is favorable to create a mixture of
doubly and triply occupied sites, and then another transition where it is not favorable to occupy any site with
less than three particles, creating a phase of trimers.
We note that when J00 6= 0, there will be shifts of this
(2)
phase diagram. Even for Ueff = 0 there is a significant
difference in the Gutzwiller coefficients for the two tunneling terms, and it is possible that J00 6= 0 may give rise
to an additional type of ordering not captured within
mean-field.

IV. CONTROLLING DIMER-DIMER
INTERACTIONS FOR ATTRACTIVE BOSONS
(2)

Along the n = 1 line for large |Ueff |  J1 , with
< 0 we expect that there can be a competition between DSF order and charge-density wave (CDW) order
[6, 10, 11, 67]. The latter is characterised by diagonal order, i.e., a crystal-like state with order in density-density
correlation functions hn̂i n̂j i − hn̂i ihn̂j i (although in 1D
with algebraically decaying correlations). In this regime,
essentially all particles are bound as dimers, and we can
write an effective model in second order perturbation theory for the motion of dimers, which behave as hard-core
bosons with operators di = b2i [6, 10, 11, 67]. This is
based on restricting the system to a manifold in which
all particles are bound dimers, and computing coupling
between states via virtual transitions to other manifolds.
(2)
Ueff

The corresponding hamiltonian is

X
Hd =
−Jd d†i dj + Ud d†i di d†j dj + 2εj d†j dj

(4)

hi,ji

Here, the coefficients Jd and Ud can be computed in second order perturbation theory, and depend on how the
dimers are formed, and on the effective three-body interactions. We give explicit expressions for t Jd and Ud
in the perturbation theory limit below. For notational
convenience, let us write J ≡ J1 . We note that in second order perturbation theory the terms in J0 play no
role, because all processes appearing in this order involve
breaking dimers.
As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the competition between
DSF and CDW order in a 1D system can be characterized by the algebraic decay of the single dimer density matrix, Si,j = hd†i dj i (which indicates DSF order), and the density-density correlation function Di,j =
hd†i di d†j dj i − hd†i di ihd†j dj i (which indicates CDW order).
At long distances, the physics will be dominated by the
order for which the corresponding correlation function
has the slower algebraic decay. In Fig. 4a, we show the
correlation functions for Jd = Ud and a system at half
filling of dimers, which are computed in imaginary time
evolution with time-dependent density matrix renormalization group (t-DMRG) methods [68–72]. In Fig. 4b, we
show extracted decay exponents KS and KD for the correlation functions, together with fitting errors. In good
agreement with expressions obtained previously analytically [6, 10, 11, 67] we find that in a 48-site system
with half-filling of dimers, DSF order dominates when
Ud & 2Jd . We note that for open boundary conditions, it
is important to calculate correlation functions in the center of the system, as the correlation functions will decay
faster due to boundary effects. In a harmonic trap the filling will very across the system, and different phases can
dominate in different regions, as is discussed in Ref. [10].
In the case discussed in Refs. [6, 10, 11], with a threebody hard-core constraint (b3i ≡ 0),
Jd =

2J 2

4J 2

Ueff

Ueff

, Ud =
(2)

(2)

,

(5)

which leaves the system exactly on the boundary where
the CDW and DSF orders coexist.
With attractively bound dimers, and no three-body constraint (just
metastability) [67],
Jd =

2J 2

8J 2

Ueff

Ueff

, Ud =
(2)

(2)

,

(6)

where interactions dominate, and only the CDW appears.
Here, with a finite 3-body interaction U3 that dominates
U , we find instead that
Jd =

2J 2

4J 2

Ueff

Ueff

, Ud =
(2)

(2)

−

4J 2
(3)

Ueff

.

(7)
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(2) as the DSF forms from a SF phase, disappearance
of the interference peak in the single-particle momentum distribution. This is because the long range order
for single atoms goes away. To see long range order for
dimers, the dimers could be associated to molecules and
then released from the lattice to perform a time-of flight
measurement of the momentum distribution. In principle, this could be done with Feshbach molecules, at the
risk of some collisional loss from colliding molecules during the measurement process. Another alternative would
be to detect the dimer-dimer correlation functions using
noise-correlation measurements [73, 74]. We discuss the
adiabatic preparation of states in these regimes below.

1

1.5

2

Ud/Jd

2.5

3

3.5

FIG. 4: Ground state correlations in the interacting dimer
model (eq. (4)), for 24 dimers on 48 lattice sites, with box
boundary conditions and εi = 0. (a) Example correlation
functions Si,j = hd†i dj i (which indicates DSF order), and
Di,j = hd†i di d†j dj i − hd†i di ihd†j dj i (which indicates CDW order) shown for Ud = Jd . The thin dashed lines show linear
fits on the double-logarithmic scale. (b) Exponents for algebraic decay of the correlation functions Di,j , KD , and Si,j ,
KS . These are determined by fitting to correlation functions
starting from site 9 (to avoid boundary effects), and extending over 15 lattice sites. Error bars represent the range of K
values fitted by least squares methods to the correlation functions S9,9+l and D9,9+l points over l =7–15 sites. These calculations are converged with DMRG bond dimension χ = 200.

The sign of the correction, and thus the determination of
whether we observe CDW or DSF order is based on the
(3)
(3)
sign of Ueff . For Ueff > 0, DSF order is favored, and for
(3)
Ueff < 0, CDW order is favored.
The CDW phase could be most easily observed in experiments with a quantum gas microscope, directly measuring the distribution of doubly-occupied sites [38] and
computing the related correlation functions. The DSF
phase is characterised by dimers with long-range order.
In an experiment, one would see (1) pairs forming (i.e.,
a large probability of observing two atoms per site), and

In a typical experiment, Ueff will be negative irrespective of the value of U , because it arises in second order
perturbation theory from coupling of atoms in the lowest band to higher bands. Although RF couplings to 3body bound states can give rise to positive shifts [19], and
(3)
hence Ueff > 0, it is therefore important to ask how interesting states can be prepared without the system collapsing due to the attractive interactions. For this, we need to
consider the case where we form metastable many-body
states, by beginning in states that contain essentially no
triply occupied sites and allowing the strong attractive
three-body interaction to prevent triple occupation. This
works in an optical lattice because there on typical experimental timescales there are no mechanisms available to
dissipatively remove energy from the system, and triply
occupied sites therefore cannot be formed due to energy
conservation. Analogous metastable states have already
been realised in experiments with atoms in optical lattices, including repulsively bound atom pairs [52, 75],
Ising models in a tilted lattice [76–79], Metastable Mott
Insulator states [39], and states with negative temperature [80].
These states can be prepared, e.g., via adiabatic state
preparation, starting in a gapped phase that can be prepared with low entropy (e.g., a band insulator in a superlattice), which has no triply occupied sites. We then
vary the hamiltonian parameters in time to transfer the
state to a more complicated many-body phase that corresponds to an eigenstate of another hamiltonian [81–84].
An example in the context of the present scheme would
be a process in which the interactions are gradually altered after beginning in a Mott Insulator state at unit
filling. In this scenario, the detuning of the couplings,
ωm1 and ωm2 would be changed gradually to introduce
the coupling. This would be done by switching on the
photon-assisted tunnelling with initial coupling frequencies that are very far off the resonance (at U ), and
(2)
then changing the coupling frequency so that Ueff goes
from being initially large and positive (the MI regime,
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FIG. 5: Adiabatic preparation of dimer states from a Mott
insulator in a superlattice. Here we show the results of timedependent DMRG numerical simulations based on eq. (3),
showing a time-dependent ramp in a superlattice of period
2, from a two-particle Mott insulator in the lowest wells to
(3)
regimes with different signs of Ueff , which change the strength
of the effective off-site interaction between dimers. The superlattice depth is ramped from VSL = 20J to VSL = 0 in
an exponential ramp with a time constant τramp = 4J −1 . We
(2)
choose Ueff = −8J and compute the dynamics for 24 particles on 25 lattice sites with box boundary conditions. (a)
Mean on-site occupation hn̂x i at the end of the ramp for oc(3)
(3)
cupation Ueff > 0 (red solid line) and Ueff < 0 (blue dashed
line). We observe enhanced oscillations characteristic of the
(3)
stronger repulsive interaction generated when Ueff < 0 (see
the text for details). (b) The on-site occupation hn̂i i plotted
(3)
as a function of time during the ramp for Ueff > 0.

KS
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FIG. 6: Adiabatic preparation of states with CDW and DSF
order from a Mott insulator in a superlattice. Here we show
the results of t-DMRG numerical simulations based on eq. (4),
showing a time-dependent ramp in a superlattice of period 2,
from a Mott insulator with one dimer in each of the lowest
wells, for varying Ud . The superlattice depth is ramped from
VSL = 20Jd /2 to VSL = 0 in an exponential ramp with a time
constant τramp = 10Jd−1 , with 24 dimers on 48 lattice sites and
box boundary conditions. The correlation functions shown
are from the end of a ramp after a time T = 80Jd−1 , with
exponential ramp divided into timesteps of time δt = 0.1J −1
with constant superlattice depth in each step. (a) Example
correlation functions Si,j = hd†i dj i (which indicates DSF order), and Di,j = hd†i di d†j dj i − hd†i di ihd†j dj i (which indicates
CDW order) shown for Ud = Jd . The thin dashed lines show
linear fits on the double-logarithmic scale. (b) Exponents for
algebraic decay of the correlation functions Di,j , KD , and Si,j ,
KS . These are determined by fitting to correlation functions
starting from site 9 (to avoid boundary effects), and extending over 11 lattice sites. Error bars and numerical parameters
are the same as those for Fig. 4.

(2)

Ueff  J0 ) to being small, and potentially negative
(2)

(3)

(with |Ueff | ∼ J0 , J1 . Throughout, Ueff will be larger
than the other system parameters, and hence threebody occupation will remain small. But in the regime
(2)
Ueff ∼ J0 , J1 , it is then possible to realize the superfluid
and dimer superfluid phases depicted in Fig. 3.
An alternative process is to begin in a Mott insulator
state in the presence of a superlattice potential, where

each of the lowest energy wells is occupied with an atom,
and all other sites are unoccupied. In this state, the filling
factor is controlled by the periodicity of the superlattice,
and the detuning of the photon-assisted coupling does
not need to be ramped during the preparation process.
The superlattice can then be time-dependently modified
to allow the particles to delocalize, with the final filling
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factor chosen via the superlattice period. An example
of this process for formation of dimer states is discussed
below.
The use of adiabatic state preparation has added importance here, in that it can help to produce states of
interest with low entropies. While the temperatures required to produce superfluid and Mott insulator states
(2)
with repulsive two-body interactions Ueff will be similar
to those in previous experiments, realizing a superfluid
of dimers will be more difficult. The energy scales asso(2)
ciated with dimer tunneling, J12 /Ueff are much smaller,
leading to lower required temperatures, as was confirmed
in 2D recently from numerical simulations of a BoseHubbard model with three-body constraint [7]. However,
such states could be formed via adiabatic state preparation in initial states of very low entropy, as was demonstrated for the 1D Ising model in a tilted lattice [76, 79].

A.

Time-dependent adiabatic state preparation in
1D

We illustrate adiabatic state preparation by studying
the formation dynamics of the dimer superfluid states
discussed in section IV. Here we consider a scheme similar to that proposed in Ref. [5], where we begin with
a Mott insulator state in the presence of a superlattice
potential, here of period 2. We begin in a lattice with
εi = VSL for i odd, and εi = 0 for i even. This superlattice is loaded with a state in the deep Mott insulator
limit, U  J, where two atoms occupy all of the lower
energy wells. Then the coupling terms are switched on
(2)
(3)
to produce the effective interactions Ueff and Ueff , and
the superlattice is slowly removed in time, ε → 0.
For 1D systems we can compute time-dependent dynamics of this ramp exactly for experimentally relevant
timescales, parameters and system sizes. This is possible
using t-DMRG methods [68–72], which provides a means
to exactly propagate 1D many-body states exactly, provided that the dynamics are not too far from equilibrium.
Corresponding results are shown in Fig. 5, Where we
(3)
(2)
consider a large value of |Ueff | = 50J and Ueff = −8J,
(3)
(3)
for Ueff > 0 and Ueff < 0. In Fig. 5a, we show the on-site
density at the end of the ramp, where we see the strong
(3)
increase in dimer-dimer interactions in the case Ueff < 0
(3)
compared with Ueff > 0, as is expected from the perturbation theory discussion in section IV. In Fig. 5b we show
the time-dependence of this mean occupation during the
adiabatic ramp.
In Fig. 6, we investigate this further in a larger system
with a half filling of dimers, computing the dynamics described by eq. (4) with 24 dimers on 48 lattice sites during an adiabatic ramp beginning in a superlattice with
VSL = 20Jd /2. We find that the correlation functions Si,j
and Di,j exhibit similar behaviour to that shown in Fig.4,
however for shorter ramp times that are experimentally
accessible, the correlation functions exhibit algebraic de-

cay only over a finite distance, which increases with increasing ramp time (as longer ramp times allow correlations to be established over longer distances). Here we
choose a ramp time of T = 80Jd−1 . At the end of the
ramp, we fit exponents of the algebraic decay to the correlation functions over 11 sites, including up to 15-site
correlation functions in our error estimates. The error
bars are larger than for the equivalent ground state calculations because of the shorter distances used to compute the correlation functions, but the decay exponents
obtained here agree with the ground state values within
these error estimates. This confirms that even for finite
ramp times where excitations are produced during the
preparation process, we still observe the same qualitative physics in terms of CDW and DSF order that we
expect in the ground state, as exhibited by measurable
correlation functions.

B.

Selecting charge density wave and superfluid
phases

In the dimer model defined above, we noted that the
coefficients are given by
Jd =

2J 2

4J 2

Ueff

Ueff

, Ud =
(2)

(2)

−

4J 2
(3)

Ueff

.

(3)

For repulsive interactions, and assuming that Ueff < 0,
this would imply that Ud /Jd < 2, meaning that a superfluid of dimers will always be favored over a CDW
in the ground state of the hamiltonian. However, even
(3)
with the condition Ueff < 0, we can use adiabatic state
preparation to realize a CDW.
In the example given above, the dimers were started
in the lower wells of the superlattice potential. However, we could also begin with the dimers in the higherenergy wells. This state is connected adiabatically to the
highest-energy state of the hamiltonian Hd , or equivalently the ground state of the hamiltonian −Hd . Now
consider the case where we tune the effective two-body
(2)
interaction so that Ueff < 0. In this case, we see that
−Jd =

2J 2
(2)

Ueff

, −Ud =

4J 2
(2)

Ueff

+

4J 2
(3)

Ueff

.

So that the ground state of the hamiltonian −Hd will be
dominated by CDW order.
(2)

Thus, by choosing the combination of the sign of Ueff
and whether the dimers populate the high-energy sites or
low-energy sites of the superlattice, we can select between
a dimer superfluid and a CDW phase in the adiabatic
preparation.
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VI.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have introduced a method to control two-body interactions in an optical lattice in such
a way that a dominant effective three-body interaction
can be produced. This requires the engineering of a
time-dependent tunneling term which could be created
using laser-assisted tunneling or though lattice modulations. To illustrate the many-body properties that can be
observed in this way, we discussed the mean-field phase
diagram and state preparation in the presence of finite effective three-body interactions, which is similar in form
to the case of hard-core three-body constraints in the
region where three-body interactions are dominant. We
also discussed adiabatic preparation of metastable phases
in this system, including phases with CDW and superfluid order with tightly bound particle pairs.
In contrast to previous proposals for observing such
physics with a three-body constraint generated via threebody losses, the scheme here allows for longer adiabatic
ramp times because the longest allowed timescales are
not limited by real three-body losses. We also provide
a separate mechanism to control two-body interactions
in these systems, which may also be useful in its own
right for species with large scattering lengths that are not
easily controllable via Feshbach resonances (e.g., 86 Sr).
These ideas could be combined with other recent proposals to enhance three-body interactions by coupling
to three-body bound states [19] to make these interactions effectively stronger. They could also be extended
to Fermions, where the case of three-component Fermions
would be particularly interesting and relevant for ongoing experiments [85–88]. In addition to the stabilization
of dimer superfluid states predicted in Ref. [12], a finite-

Hcoupling = −J(t)

X

three body interaction is expected to result in interesting
spin-ordering in these gases.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the effective model

In this appendix, we briefly derive the effective model
eq. (3) beginning from the original hamiltonian eq. (1)
with time-dependent tunnelling eq. (A5). We can write
the hamiltonian as a sum over site-diagonal terms, and
terms coupling neighbouring sites as HM BH = Hdiag +
Hcoupling , and express these in a basis of states with fixed
particle number n on site i, |nii with
X δUN X †
UX
n̂i (n̂i − 1) +
(b )N (bi )N
2 i
N! i i
N >2

X X U
n(n − 1) + δUn |nii hn|i ,
=
(A1)
2
n
i

Hdiag =

and

b†i bj

hi,ji

= −J(t)

X X Xp
(n1 + 1)n2 |n1 + 1ii ⊗ |n2 − 1ij hn1 |i ⊗ hn2 |j .

(A2)

hi,ji n1 ≥0 n2 ≥1

We now transform the hamiltonian based on the time-dependent unitary transformation T̂ = exp(−iH0 t), with
P
H0 = [(U +∆)/2] i n̂i (n̂i −1). If we build the effective transformed hamiltonian, H̃M BH = T̂ † HM BH T̂ −iT † (dT̂ /dt),
then we can again write H̃M BH = H̃diag + H̃coupling , with

XX ∆
(A3)
H̃diag =
− n(n − 1) + δUn |nii hn|i ,
2
n
i
and
H̃coupling = −J(t)

X X Xp

(n1 + 1)n2 ei(U +∆)(n1 −n2 −1)t |n1 + 1ii ⊗ |n2 − 1ij hn1 |i ⊗ hn2 |j .

(A4)

hi,ji n1 ≥0 n2 ≥1

If we now insert




J(t) = J0 + J1 ei(U +∆)t + e−i(U +∆)t + J1 ei(2U +2∆)t + e−i(2U +2∆)t ,

(A5)
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we see that H̃coupling will contain a series of terms, which are either stationary in time or rotate at different frequencies,
each containing an integer multiple of U . In the limit J0 , J1 , |δU3 |, |∆|  U , these time-dependent terms will average
to zero in a time evolution, and to leading order in the rotating wave approximation, we can simply retain the terms
that are stationary in time. Other terms will then give contributions that are second order or higher in the parameters
J0 /U , J1 /U , etc.. Retaining the stationary terms gives three constrained sums, where the frequencies that appeared
in the transformation match the frequencies in J(t). This takes the form:


X
X
X
X
p

H̃coupling =
J0 +
J1 +
J1  (n1 + 1)n2 |n1 + 1ii ⊗ |n2 − 1ij hn1 |i ⊗ hn2 |j .
hi,ji

|n1 −n2 −1|=0

|n1 −n2 −1|=1

|n1 −n2 −1|=2

(A6)
Transforming this to a second-quantised hamiltonian gives the form shown in eq. (3), with the symbol definitions
(2)
(3)
Ueff = −∆, Ueff = δU3 , and J00 = J0 − J1 .
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